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Birds of a Feather 
Fabric by Tracy Souza 

Approx 35" x 35" 

OH MY STARS Quilt 



YARDAGES: 
 
BIRDS OF A FEATHER  
"Oh My Stars" 
by Tracy Souza 
 
R560401D-Blue              1 yd 
R560402D-Pink* 1/4 yd 
R560404D-Blue              1/4 yd 
R560405D-Cream 1/2 yd 
R560406D-Gold 1/4 yd 
R560407D-Aqua 1/4 yd 
R560407D-Blush 1/4 yd 
R560408D-Green 1/4 yd 
R560409D-Dark Rose    1/4 yd 
R560409D-Yellow 1/4 yd 
R560410D-Cream 1/2 yd 
R560410D-Green 1/4 yd 
Backing:                       2-1/2 yds. 
 
*Binding 



Oh My Stars ©2022 

Featuring Birds of a Feather by Plumcute Designs™ for Marcus Fabrics 

Finished size approximately 35-inches square 

 

Assembling your center star…working clockwise, refer to the block diagram to the right as needed 

  sew one tonal floral cream (A) to the left side of your tiny dots aqua (D)  

  sew one little X’s cream (B) to the right side of your tiny dots aqua (D) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (B) to the left side of your berries blue (C) 

  sew one little X’s cream (A) to the right side of your berries blue (C) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (A) to the left side of your tiny dots blush (D) 

  sew one little X’s cream (B) to the right side of your tiny dots blush (D) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (B) to the left side of your set dots dark rose (C) 

  sew one little X’s cream (A) to the right side of your set dots dark rose (C) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (A) to the left side of your set dots yellow (D) 

  sew one little X’s cream (B) to the right side of your set dots yellow (D) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (B) to the left side of your diamonds gold (C) 

  sew one little X’s cream (A) to the right side of your diamonds gold (C) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (A) to the left side of tiny X’s green (D) 

  sew one little X’s cream (B) to the right side of your tiny X’s green (D) 

  sew one tonal floral cream (B) to the left side of your sprigs green (C) 

  sew one little X’s cream (A) to the right side of your sprigs green (C) 

At this point you should have eight right triangle units made 

starting with the tiny dots aqua unit and working clockwise, sew your pieces together working from blue to pink to yellow to 

green to create your center star 

 

once you have finished the center star gently press & set aside while you create your four corner blocks 

 

You will use the same assembly steps above to create your four corner star blocks…cutting requirements for these blocks are 

listed below. 

 

Note: there is no (D) unit for this only (C) so substitute (C) for each step above where (D) is listed 

 

from R560405D tonal floral cream cut the following to create (A) 

   cut two squares measuring 2¼-inches square  

   cut each of these in half diagonally 

  from R560410D little X’s cream cut the following to create (A) 

   cut two squares measuring 2¼-inches square 

    cut each of these in half diagonally 

  from R560405D tonal floral cream cut the following to create (B) 

   cut two squares measuring 1 7/8-inches square  

   cut each of these in half diagonally 

  from R560410D little X’s cream cut the following to create (B) 

   cut two squares measuring 1 7/8-inches square 

   cut each of these in half diagonally 
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Oh My Stars ©2022 

Featuring Birds of a Feather by Plumcute Designs™ for Marcus Fabrics 

Finished size approximately 35-inches square 

 

 

from each of the following cut one (C) unit as shown by the diagram 

  to the right 

   R560404D berries (blue) 

   R560406D diamonds (gold) 

   R560408D sprigs (green) 

   R560409D set dots (dark rose)     

   R560407D tiny dots (aqua) 

   R560407D tiny dots (blush) 

   R560409D set dots (yellow) 

   R560410D little X’s (green) 

 

once you have created your four corner blocks gently press & set aside 

 

Cutting border strips from R560401D allover patchwork 

  cut two strips measuring 5½ X 25½-inches wide (so that when you sew them to your center star & corner blocks it will  

  look like they are pieced borders)…you may have to fiddle with the length a skoosh as seam allowances vary from  

  machine to machine and no two sewists are alike…play with these pieces so that your borders look pieced with the  

  preprinted blocks centered on star accordingly 

sew one border strip to each side of your center star 

measure and cut two more border strips to complete your project…again you may need to fiddle a little with the measurements  

depending on seam allowances etc.  

for these remaining two borders you will sew a corner block onto each end prior to sewing it onto your center 

sew to center to complete project top 

gently press out all wrinkles 

 

quilt & bind as desired…I used R560402D floral pink for my binding 

 

Enjoy! 
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